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Abstract.	  	  

This	  paper	  addresses	  the	  relationship	  between	  local	  and	  distributed	  strategies	  with	  
reference	  to	  two	  recent	  participatory	  sound	  art	  projects	  in	  Belfast	  and	  Rio	  de	  
Janeiro.	  The	  local	  concern	  for	  site	  and	  place	  is	  discussed	  and	  juxtaposed	  with	  
distributed	  practices,	  which,	  by	  definition	  question	  and	  extend	  the	  very	  notion	  of	  
site	  or	  locale.	  I	  refer	  to	  examples	  from	  ethnomusicology,	  anthropology	  and	  
education	  in	  which	  participative	  horizontal	  research	  methodologies	  lead	  to	  a	  
dynamic	  articulation	  of	  local	  conditions	  and	  allow	  for	  a	  reflection	  on	  how	  
technology	  impacts	  on	  social	  interaction	  and	  relationships	  with	  place.	  The	  works	  of	  
Samuel	  Araújo,	  Georgina	  Born	  and	  Brazilian	  pedagogue	  Paulo	  Freire	  provide	  a	  
framework	  of	  reference	  in	  this	  context.	  	  
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1	  Introduction	  
The notion of “the local”, often set in binary opposition with “the global” has framed ideology and 
discourse in the arts throughout much of the 20th century, in particular through the modernism-
postmodernism “transition”. At the height of modernism in the 1950's, global aesthetics promoted by for 
example the “International Style” in architecture (Hitchcock, 1995) celebrated universality and detachment 
from context at the expense of the local. Post-modernity re-introduced the local and reclaimed context as a 
critical element of culture and meaning. During the 1980’s and 90’s the importance of local context and by 
extension, notions of community and participation gained relevance and prominence in public art, 
ethnography, anthropology and education (Freire, 1993). The term “local” is a relative one and is, in this 
context, used not simply in geographic terms but as a surrogate for a dynamic threshold around a 
community of interest, a collective, a site or a place. In other words, the local refers to lived experience in a 
territory, to the relationship between human behaviour and space. The engagement with the local is then the 
dismissal of notions of unity and universality as Latour elaborates in “War of the Worlds”: 
 
“Nobody can constitute the unity of the world for anyone else, as used to be the case in the times 
of modernism and post-modernism, by generously offering to let the others in, on condition that 
they leave at the door all that is dear to them: their gods, their souls, their objects, their times and 
spaces – in short, their ontology. . . . From now on the battle is about the making of the common 
world and the outcome is uncertain." (Latour, 2002) 
 



Cultural research within disciplines such as ethnomusicology, for example, re-invented itself to almost 
completely erase the universal or even comparative discourse1 in favour of local engagement in which the 
distance between the subject and object of study becomes ambiguous or simply collapses. In other words, 
the notion that one can understand “an-other” culture by devising more or less universal models of 
particular aspects of society became increasingly problematic and alternative methods for conducting 
research began to emerge. The work of Brazilian ethnomusicologist Samuel Araújo is specifically 
innovative in this context. Since the late 1990’s his study of music in the Maré favelas in Rio de Janeiro has 
been conducted through participatory action involving groups of inhabitants who themselves set the 
research agenda through “Musicultura” - an independent research group based in Maré, involving 
researchers from both inside and outside the community (Cambria, 2008). This example of collaborative 
research highlights the importance of articulating local conditions for the understanding of cultural trends 
and actions; themselves fuelled by contingent idiosyncrasies rather than universal truths. Here, the local is 
no longer the site of interest and exploration (what used to be referred to as indigenous) but rather the site 
of action, decision-making and the site of difference. 
This focus on the unique grain of local condition seems, at first inspection, diametrically opposed to 
discourses of technology that often promote romantic views of utopian universal access or at times 
uncritical democratisation of culture as elaborated by writers such as Harraway (1991) and Negroponte 
(1996). A critique of the universal utopian claims enabled by the ubiquitousness of technology is 
eloquently argued by Coyne in “Technoromanticism” (1999). There are arguably some contradictions 
between activities that value decision-making based on local experience and those aiming at generalisation 
and universal models. The two modes of operation can indeed be seen as opposite as in the stereotypical 
binary between the good-natured village craftsman and the evil multinational co-operation. This binary 
polarity would however be over simplistic as well as tangential to this text.  
Instead, I wish to reflect on the notion of the local and the distributed through creative work in sonic arts 
that celebrates a focus on community, site, place and the everyday, elements that have become so crucial in 
the recent history of sound art (Chaves, 2012, Labelle, 2010). As a lot of this work involves technology of 
some sort, there is often a tension between the universality implied by technological design and engineering 
and its actual "local" use. Unorthodox uses of technology are common place in game mods and remix 
cultures, just as hardware hacking practices take pride in re-appropriation of disused technology to provide 
new uses and thus relentlessly transforming old toys into musical instruments (Collins, 2009). Once out on 
the shelves, technologies are embedded in communities and gain meanings often not predicted by its 
creators. As with any cultural artefact, technologies carry social values open to interpretation, re-
interpretation, use and misuse. 

2	  Distributed	  Sound	  and	  Place	  
The place of musical activity is determining for practices, hierarchies and performative languages. The 
development of places for music-making or musicking (Small, 1998) shows us how architecture can have a 
determining role in the emergence of certain instruments (church organ), instrumental formations (chamber 
music), musical form (opera) as well as stage and audience layouts (orchestral pit). The church, the 
chamber, the concert hall, the lounge, the club, the elevator, the street are all archetypal places for music 
making. Each one of them is associated with a particular practice that gains definition through the 
articulation of how music making inhabits place and site. “Church music”, for example, suggests specific 
practices, languages, acoustics, behaviour, physical layouts, rituals, collectives etc., which will be different 
from those inherent in “street music” or “club music”. This pairing between place and music is a simple yet 
powerful device for addressing music as cultural and social practice rather than as isolated aesthetic object. 
A piece of concert hall music can arguably become a piece of street music with little or no alteration of the 

                                                             
1	  The	  term	  “comparative	  musicology”	  was	  used	  in	  the	  first	  half	  of	  the	  20th	  century	  
before	  the	  discipline	  of	  ethnomusicology	  became	  common	  currency.	  
Ethnomusicology	  methodology	  favoured	  the	  study	  of	  musics	  within	  wider	  cultural	  
and	  social	  research	  rather	  that	  the	  study	  of	  sound	  alone	  that	  was	  associated	  with	  
“comparative	  musicology”.	  



musical materials but with significant changes to the musical experience (as reflected, for example, in 
execution, interpretation, performative presence, acoustic environment, relationship between musician and 
audience, listener’s intention etc.). A piece of music is inevitably and constantly mediated by site. 
 
The ways in which sound belongs to place plays has an important role in our everyday listening experience 
as we negotiate the balance between what is expected of a place and what is “from elsewhere”. Practices in 
transmission art by, for example, Bill Fontana and his iconic re-placement of the sound of the Brooklyn 
Bridge in the World Trade Centre plaza plays precisely with these expectations of belonging. Initiatives 
such as the EU funded Newaud project deliberately take concert music out of the concert hall to reframe 
this relationship between music and place with the aim of reaching new audiences.  
This relationship between sound and place is increasingly challenged by notions of transmission, streaming 
and the ubiquitous network that promotes, or at least facilitates, access to any sound in any place. Is the 
network a platform for simply connecting existing places or is it a site in itself? Notions of site, when it 
comes to the internet are certainly embedded in the language of the media; to visit a page, to go online, to 
be on Facebook and so on. Spatial inflections in internet terminology are numerous and continue to emerge 
from William Gibson's already 30 year old cyberspace (Gibson, 1995). For the present discussion, it is 
sufficient to entertain the notion that the network is often treated as place. A place that is, in my view, no 
longer described by distinctions between the virtual and the actual that preoccupied so many thinkers in the 
1990’s. The internet/network is simply another place with its own conditions, dynamics and locality. To 
speak of the network is as generic as to speak of the church; these are terms that broadly define place but 
perhaps most importantly act as surrogates for articulating the specifics of a social situation or types of 
collective behaviour. We can limit these social situations to musical practice which, if we append to our list 
of archetypal places, gives us reasonably well defined situations: church music, chamber music, concert 
hall music, lounge music, club music, elevator music and street music. Considering the network as place, is 
it then possible to talk about network music?  
Research into network music covers a wide range of topics motivated by two distinct positions. Firstly, 
bringing music to the network by creating conditions under which music can be practised (based on our 
understanding of the environment for conducive musicking). Secondly, understanding how the network 
acts as a mediating, potentially disruptive, aspect of music making to suggest new practices that are of the 
network. These new practices have, for sometime, been explored by artists such as Max Neuhaus, Atau 
Tanaka, Chris Chafe, Jason Freeman, Pauline Oliveros amongst others through a focus on understanding 
the conditions of the network as a site for creative agency. Born, in her study of mediation in music, 
highlights the creative potential of digital internet distribution and suggests the notion of “relayed 
creativity” as a state which can better define the type of intervention that can take place once music is 
distributed across space, time and people, becoming an object of constant de-territorialization and re-
territorialization (Born, 2005). It is in this context that relationships emerge between the local - as defined 
by specific contingencies, tensions and resistances - and the distributed - resulting from a network of 
agency, aggregation and relay. Elsewhere, I’ve discussed notions of network dramaturgy as a way of 
articulating different approaches to music making that are mediated by computer networks and by places 
that potentially connect other places (Rebelo, 2009). Dramaturgy is a potentially useful term in the context 
of network music making as it deflects attention from music as object and suggests that network activities 
are subject to frameworks which in themselves need to articulate notions of presence, authorship, 
collaboration as discussed by Schroeder (2010). As the relationship between agents is often intertwined 
with the sociality of music making, in network music (or for that matter any type of music making that 
promotes itself as new or experimental), these agencies and relationships must be considered and to some 
extent designed. This design of conditions is inseparable from the design of the music itself to an extent that 
it becomes impossible to separate activities such as composition from performance design, stage layout, 
sound engineering... The music to be made is contingent on the design of presence, nodes, places, to an 
extent that the music cannot be made a priori; it is forever subject to the dynamics of the situation and 
therefore does not exist as object. But in what way is this different from any other emerging musical forms? 
Surely one can argue that the same is true of opera, Javanese gamelan, West African drumming, Jazz, Free 
Improvisation etc. I would suggest that this concern for engaging in the social and in the design of the 
mediation (be it related to place, the public or technology) is present at some stage in all musical practices, 
arguably only ceasing to be once practices become ossified. Often, these are stages of change or 
experimentalism that are articulated by unspoken tensions and rules. This state thrives out of specific 
dynamics between groups or individuals, that embrace the messiness of making without an overriding 



concern for the made. The Fluxus movement, for example, focus deliberately on these transitory and fluid 
practices through embracing ephemeral performative action over traditional forms of producing and 
consuming art.  
The notion of distribution is used here in the sense of social relationships that are not geographically 
confined, providing a sufficiently rich network for the emergence of creative practice with the involvement 
or not of technology.  

Local	  Sound	  and	  Place	  
In contrast with the concern for the network or utopian notions of global musics, are the practices which 
acknowledge that culture is contextual and defined by changing territories and sites of activity. This 
reliance on territory applies as much to the community driven village brass band as it does to the Turner 
prize circuit. The intent in a cultural action is forever tied to a set of local conditions, which define 
physical, social and technical environments necessary for that action to produce meaning. These conditions 
and environments are subject to constant change as are the agents involved. As such, the relationship with 
the local can only be transitory and of the moment. It can only capture a particular reality conditioned by 
place, people and time. 
I would like to re-fold the place-music relationship described above into one that is perhaps more revealing 
of the link between site and sound. Site-specificity has for some time been closely aligned with sound art 
practices. Max Neuhaus’s “Listen to This” is an example of the “you had to be there” experience. By taking 
his audience for a sound walk after stamping the words “Listen to This” on their hands, Neuhaus captures 
the ephemeral nature of the event and resists any objectification or, for that matter, aestheticisation of 
sound materials. The focus of the experience shifts then to the action of listening and therefore to the 
agency of the listener. Meaning subsequently emerges not out of site and sound as objects but rather 
through the personal experience of a listener. It is the articulation of this experience that Neuhaus captures 
so succinctly while resisting objectification of the sound of a particular site. In this case, site-specificity lies 
not in the specificity of place but in the specificity of the act of listening.  
Although every place has its own sonic characteristics, it is remarkably difficult to identify the sound of a 
site by listening. The field recordist listening back to a recording unescapably recalls the experience of 
being in place through sound. She does therefore complement the aural record with the memory of being in 
that particular situation. The way in which this relationship between the recorded object and the experience 
of recording is communicated to the public remains a challenge of much field recording and soundscape 
work. The notion of soundscape as an aural reality that can be objectified away from cultural context has 
been powerfully critiqued by Feld (2004) and Ingold (2007). The relationship between site and sound 
doesn’t lie in obsessive acoustic cartography but rather in understanding the lived experience of place and 
listening. We must therefore evolve from a terminology associated with object (i.e. site and sound) to one 
that is more to do with place making and the process of listening – listening in place. 
In order to engage with this listening in place in the context of creative practice one must unfold layers of 
objectification that construct a barrier between what is heard and who is hearing it. One must also lay the 
agenda open to the dynamics of the territory and not treat the local as the exotic or the other. An 
understanding of, and engagement with territory is clearly possible to communicate to others but that 
assumes a two-way knowledge transfer from the “local” to the “expert”. This means the expert, in this case, 
the practitioner who wishes to engage with the local, cannot bring a pre-determined agenda. This type of 
engagement goes beyond a willingness to gather “local knowledge”. To ask the inhabitant of a village 
where the best restaurant is, does not necessarily relate to her experience of place. The notion of a map of 
best restaurants (or indeed tourist attractions) is fundamentally alien to the lived experience of the local 
who doesn't eat out nor visits attractions in her own village. When engaging in creative practice which 
addresses the relationship between listening and place one must avoid yet another layer of alienating re-
mapping of an exotic territory. The local is therefore an ephemeral condition articulated by an experience 
of place. This experience is not articulated by the extraordinary (the best restaurant or tourist attraction) but 
by the everyday.  



Two	  participative	  sonic	  arts	  projects 
A concern for articulating local aural experiences in a participative environment is at the core of two recent 
socially engaged sonic art projects. These projects developed methodologies for engagement in the sonic 
arts through a reflection on everyday relationships between sound and place.  
“Sounds of the City” (Pedro Rebelo, Rui Chaves, Matilde Meireles and Anghus McEvoy) is an example of 
a participative art project engaging local communities through the experience of listening.  
“Sounds of the City” (www.soundsofthecity.info) is a community project and exhibition commissioned by 
the Metropolitan Arts Centre (MAC), Belfast in 2012. Over a four-month period, the team worked together 
with two intergenerational groups in Belfast with the aim of addressing specific sound qualities of places, 
events and stories. Themes that surfaced from this process constitute the basis for an exhibition, which 
promotes listening as a form of intersecting daily life, identity and memory. Five installations address aural 
contexts ranging from Belfast’s industrial heritage to the local family home. These are shaped by present 
and past experiences of workshop participants at Dee Street Community Centre in East Belfast and Tar 
Isteach in North Belfast. The themes and contents of these installations centre upon the relationship 
between sound and memory, sound and place, and the documentation of everyday personal auditory 
experience. 
All materials exhibited emerge through workshops, interviews and field-recording sessions. Workshops act 
here as a basis from which to share with each group the project’s aims, methods of listening, methods of 
documenting sound and the wider areas of soundscape studies and acoustic ecology. They also provided a 
central point allowing participants to organize outside activities and share material for exhibition. 
The focus of the project was in articulating how a local sonic experience, in this case of a small group or an 
individual, could be communicated in the context of a public sound art exhibition. The sonic experiences 
that emerged throughout the project were clearly meaningful for the participants themselves even though 
some were more easily communicated than others. Examples of these experiences include group memories 
of sounds that ceased to exist (factory horns from Belfast’s industrial heyday), an individual’s relationship 
to a place with a particularly strong aural identity (a public swimming pool), or the recounting of personal 
stories triggered by a sound event or memory (the sound of thousands of heavy boots as men walk back 
home after a shift at the shipyard). The methodologies employed in the project were numerous, some of 
them established and others more experimental. The major concern was to engage participants in activities 
enabling the articulation and awareness of the listening experience. This was achieved through actions such 
as sound walks, field recording, sound diaries, annotation of photographs with sounds and informal 
interviews. The variety of methods employed led to the reinforcement of particular experiences and themes 
making the process of exhibition design constantly informed by the participants.  
 



 

Fig.	  1.	  Sounds	  of	  the	  City	  “Five	  Places”	  	  

 
The participative nature of the project was focused on a collaborative relationship between communities 
and artists. This relationship was predicated on the design of an exhibition about the city but rooted in the 
experiences of the participants and the artists’ contribution. This model of shared creation raises interesting 
authorship questions, which are still unresolved. Again, the ethnomusicological work of Samuel Araújo 
offers a number of solutions based on joint authorship that could be applied to creative practice. In the case 
of Sounds of the City, the act of collaboration focused on the joint development of themes, which through 
discussion and negotiation became the core elements of the exhibition. An aspect of the project that 
outlives the exhibition is the Belfast Soundmap (www.belfastsoundmap.org), an open online platform 
initiated with Sounds of the City but gaining a new life after the exhibition. The soundmap aims at opening 
the experience of listening in place to a wider community and for extended periods of time2.  
“Som da Marè” (somdamare.wordpress.com) is a more recent project aimed at further developing the 
participative methodologies mentioned above. This time, the context is one of the largest clusters of favelas 
in Rio de Janeiro and a partnership with Museu da Maré, situated in one of the Maré favelas. In contrast 
with "Sounds of the City", this project aimed at extending the engagement of participants to the exhibition 
design process. Themes of the everyday were explored through sound as were territorial politics – a 
common focus of debate in favela communities (i.e. territorial control by drug factions and/or police).  

                                                             
2	  The	  design	  of	  the	  map	  was	  focused	  on	  allowing	  any	  user	  to	  upload	  sound,	  text	  or	  
images	  associated	  with	  a	  location	  in	  Belfast	  and	  to	  create	  projects,	  which	  filter	  
entries	  according	  to	  a	  particular	  activity.	  The	  map	  shares	  some	  it	  its	  aims	  with	  other	  
soundmaps	  around	  the	  world	  but	  is	  primarily	  focused	  on	  capturing	  the	  listening	  
experience	  of	  an	  individual	  in	  place	  through	  sound	  itself	  but	  also	  through	  
descriptive	  text	  or	  image.	  The	  growing	  number	  of	  entries	  and	  different	  types	  of	  
engagement	  with	  the	  map	  will	  in	  time	  constitute	  a	  valuable	  resource	  for	  addressing	  
attitudes	  to	  sound	  and	  place	  across	  the	  city	  of	  Belfast.	  	  



The project took place over six months at the beginning of 2014 and culminated in three installations at 
Museu da Maré, a guided soundwalk in Aterro do Flamengo (a well known leisure area in Rio) and a 
subsequent installation at the Mac Niterói modern art museum. The participants were six 17/18 year olds 
who were selected for a work placement at the museum. Their families by extension provided access to 
different generations of Maré inhabitants. Another group of participants were eight postgraduate students 
from areas such as architecture, design, music and visual arts at the Universidade Federal do Rio de 
Janeiro. The various methodological and participative aspects of this project are beyond the scope of this 
text and will be explored elsewhere. From the perspective of the current discussion however it is important 
to reflect on how the local and the distributed provided sources of intense collaboration but also of tension.  
Distributive characteristics, in the case of “Som da Maré” took the form of horizontal decision making in 
which various project tasks are self assigned amongst the participants. The variety of skills, experience and 
engagement to some extent forced a distributed approach to the production of an exhibition. Here 
distributed in a sense that any participant could have access to any asset (an idea, an interview, a field 
recording) and work on an aspect of the project without feeling she was taking some else’s job. Although 
the project is admittedly about the local conditions of a particular group of favela residents it also aims at a 
distributed understanding of sound and everyday through a re-placement of memories, experiences and 
audio materials from the favela to another part of the city. This re-placement articulates the inherent 
conflict between the “official” and “other” parts of the city but it also articulates the shared nature of so 
many everyday listening experiences; the street vendor calls, children playing outside, the rain…  
The sound worlds revealed through an engagement with the local also become distributed as they are 
shared and re-contextualised in order to open relationships with other groups and individuals. In “Som da 
Maré” this was done through re-placing relationships between sound and the everyday that emerged out of 
the work with Maré residents into a guided soundwalk format in another part of the city. Environmental 
audio materials and voices from Maré as heard over headphones in Aterro do Flamengo, remap places and 
memories of the everyday: the football pitch, water… 

3.	  Conclusion	  
This paper attempts to articulate how notions of the local and the distributed can co-exist in creative 
practice. What can, at first, be seen as a binary relationship between socially engaged “local” work and 
highly technologized and institutionalised networked collaborative or distributed work, is re-folded into 
two types relationships that can be developed in parallel.  
I’ve argued how place-sound relationships are predicated on listening experience rather than objectification 
of aural characteristics. As such, the network can act as a platform for mediating experiences of place 
through articulating difference and relationship. Notions of re-placement or distribution can act as 
strategies for articulating the local and the particular. Engagement with the local relies on collaborative 
participation, which in turn suggests non-hierarchical models of authorship – distributed authorship. This 
approach inevitably generates a more complex and rich set of relationships between participants and the 
materials at hand. The notion of the distributed as discussed here re-folds the local by allowing for the 
opening up of the particular into the shared. This is then in turn again re-folded into another local, another 
set of relationships, which become particular or personal for another group.  
In this sense, the aim of a project such as “Sounds of the City” or “Som da Maré” is not to re-create the 
experiences of a community but rather to extrapolate and to distribute those experiences so that they can 
gain meaning in different contexts. The participatory work that roots these projects is common to a lot of 
socially engaged art practices, and relies on placing value in the process as much as in the final results. As 
such, these processes emphasise the making rather than the made, the experience and process rather than 
the object. Sound, at its most evocative, becomes the trigger for articulating lived experience of place and a 
reality of listening we all share. The everyday acts as a vehicle for expressing the personal, the societal and 
the political, which one hears, and others do to… 
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